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Section 1: Your School, the Need, Strengths 
 
1.     Please provide us with a description of your school, the students, community and staff. (word 
maximum 200) 
 
As a Montessori school, Nokomis students learn through multi-grade classrooms, in a peaceful, noncompetitive 
environment.  Classroom teachers are Montessori trained or in training programs, and use hands-on Montessori 
materials that help students concretely understand abstract concepts.  Instruction occurs largely individually or in 
small groups.  The multi-age setting allows students to learn from peers.  Students develop concentration through 
extended work blocks and are guided to make learning choices that ignite curiosity and interests.  The Montessori 
teaching methods and carefully prepared classroom environment create engaging learning opportunities. 
 
Nokomis is a Title I school with 64.1% of students receiving free/reduced lunch.  In addition, 45.3% receive ELL 
services and 10.3% receive special education services, including an ASD program.  Because of our program’s 
expansion to meet the strong demand for Montessori, we have 21 tenured teachers and 8 pre-tenure teachers.  We 
have a committed parent community with a high conference attendance rate, and families who are involved in Site 
Council and PTA.  Our newly formed SCIT is energized and collaborative and has exciting potential to engage the 
voices and expertise of families.  Our collaborative staff are committed to students.  Our survey regarding 
Restorative Practices Grant application received  a 100% approval rating. 
 
2.     Describe needs and strengths through: 
 
a.     Data (Including ODR, ISS/OSS, attendance rates, MSS or 5E data on students experiences 
with school and safety etc., disaggregated, whenever possible, inclusive of racial equity lens).  1 page 
of data max. 
 
Currently, we track our school behavior data on an Excel Spreadsheet.  Behaviors that need to be entered onto 
campus are done so by administrators.  This data is tracked, analyzed, and interpreted on a monthly basis by the 
Administrator/Counselor team.  The purpose for tracking, analyzing, and interpreting our data is to support our 
students who have ongoing behavior concerns.  As a community, we work to make a positive plan for these 
students, in hopes of reducing behavior referrals, highlight positive choices they are making, and provide ongoing 
support for the student and families.  
 
As a school, we recognize the need for additional resources to support students when they need help to re-engage in 
learning.  Looking ahead, we hope to utilize restorative practice interventions and the use of circles in the classroom 
to minimize loss of learning time, make meaningful reparations, support conflict mending, and repair relationships. 
Our data supports that our current strategies are not always addressing the needs of students who have recurring 
challenges.  Restorative practices could provide an opportunity to help these students feel an authentic sense of 
belonging, develop stronger relationships with staff, and feel a greater connection to our community.  
 
As we continually review and analyze our behavior data, patterns have emerged, indicating a disproportionate 
number of African American students being referred to the office when compared with our student population.  This 
brings to light our needs surrounding our current practices and racial equity.  We have set a goal of ensuring that our 
office referral data matches that of our student population.  We believe that implementing Restorative Practices will 
help us move forward to create more racial equity surround our office referral data.  
 
 



The following data displays our behavior referrals for the 2015 - 2016 and 2016 - 2017 school years.  

School Year Sept Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan.  Feb.  March April May June 

2015 2016 35 90 105 105 118 220 124 52 231 9 

2016 -2017 55 98 60 24 43 45 TBD TBD TBD TBD 

 

The following data shows our student body broken down by race, and the percent of students with behavior referrals 
in each race.  

Race Percent of 
Student Body 

Sept  Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan.  Feb.  March April May June 

African 
American 

6.7% 41.8% 27.5% 23.3% 17.6% 29.3% TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD 

Asian 
Americans 

53.0% 18.1% 22.4% 11.7% 11.8% 17.1% TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD 

Hispanic 5.5% 0% 6.1% 0.3% 0% 0% TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD 

White 28.0% 32.7% 33.7% 61.7% 41.2% 23.9% TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD 

Two or more 
races 

6.7% 7.2% 10.2% 0% 29.4% 9.3% TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD 

 
 
b.     Anecdotes or stories that exemplify the needs you hope to address and/or strengths you plan to 
build on, (word maximum 500) 
 
The following anecdotes and stories exemplify the needs we as school hope to address, and strengths we plan to 
build upon, to make our school community stronger:  
 
I think that restorative practices would be extremely beneficial in making our special education students feel part of 
the general education classroom communities.  Especially our students who spend a large part of their day in a 
separate classroom – circles that occur in the general education classrooms could be a wonderful way to include 
these special education students.  It can oftentimes be difficult to find meaningful ways to include special education 
students into the regular education classrooms due to extreme behavior and academic needs.  By including these 
students in circles, it would be a good starting point to establish that these students belong in our classrooms and 
are part of our communities.  It would not only help these students to feel included, but it would send a message to 
the students and teachers in that regular education setting that the student is in fact part of their classroom 
community even if they do not spend their entire day there.  I can see so many social/emotional benefits for our 
children by giving them access to the general education classroom in this way. -Ashley Owens, Speech  
 
So often in conversations about behavior we focus on the students who act out.  Our students who act out are very 
important, and I believe restorative practices will help meet their needs.  An additional need, though, is our students 
who never act out, who stay silent or withdraw.  As a school with a large Hmong student population, we have 
students -- especially girls -- who very rarely speak in group settings, and have difficulty expressing their feelings 
and ideas.  The structure of circles and the trust built within them will be a great way to help our students find their 
voice and become more engaged in discussions and community building. -Erica Schatzlein, ELL  
 



Even with beginning level implementation of circles, teachers who attended a one day circle training and are 
integrating the circle process in their classrooms have noticed increased positive involvement and engagement in 
classroom dialogue and communication, including our ELL students who are sometimes less willing to share in the 
large group or feel less connected to the classroom environment because of language development needs.  A 
Children's House teacher who is using circles with her PreK and K students multiple times throughout the day 
shared anecdotal stories of students who rarely spoke up or shared prior to circles being used.  These students are 
now regularly speaking and listening in the circle setting.  These opportunities provide experiences necessary for 
ELL students as well as native speakers to develop oral language skills.  In addition, circles give each student an 
opportunity to have a voice and be heard, increasing students’ sense of belonging.  -John Andrastek, Assistant 
Principal  
 
3.     What changes in school climate would most positively impact your school community? (word 
maximum 200) 
 
The Nokomis North community is proactive about strengthening our school climate.  In spring 2016, licensed staff 
voted to exchange our district allocated librarian for a school counselor to support students in the 2016-2017 school 
year.  Our school counselor provides classroom lessons, facilitates small groups, and has individual check-ins with 
students.  
 
We had school-wide discussions in August 2016 with the goal to refine school-wide behavior expectations, but we 
still have a disproportionately large percentage of students of color who are referred out of the classroom.  For 
example, 13% of the our total student population identifies as Black or biracial. As of January 2017, 36.4% of total 
referrals to the office this school year are of Black or biracial students.  
 
With RP grant funding, staff dialogue through a lens of racial equity will increase and students who are marginalized 
will begin to feel honored and will have new opportunities to be acknowledged through the protocols of RP.  We 
expect academic engagement will increase and behavior resolution will be solved more frequently within the 
classroom community, resulting in the closing of this racial disparity in behavior. 
 
 

 
  



Section 2: Capacity and Understanding of Restorative Practices 
  
4.     Describe the capacity of the school site for a new school-wide initiative, including leadership, 
engagement of staff, students, parents, community and experiences with implementation, including: 
 
a.     Existing knowledge about and experience with implementation/adoption of new initiatives (word max 
150)  
 
Expanding to dual mirror campuses required hiring ten new Montessori teachers from 2013 to 2016; thus, we have 
many probationary staff.  We opened six new Montessori classrooms and replaced four Montessori teachers (2 
retired, 1 passed away, and 1 became a PAR).  We have worked hard to successfully introduce district and school 
initiatives to all.  Staff request and successfully use walkthroughs to see examples of implementation and hone our 
attempts.  Family support for new initiatives is demonstrated through site council, PTA, and SCIT feedback.  Our 
success and staff buy-in is further demonstrated by our 99% teacher to teacher trust on the 5 Essential Survey.  We 
demonstrated our team resilience through significant changes; we are a team looking to strengthen our teacher 
abilities and student learning. Our staff stability and positivity demonstrates the success of implementing new 
initiatives with our growing staff.  
 
b.     Existing teams, or lack thereof, that could take up RP implementation (e.g., PBIS, SCIT, Equity- Gender 
Inclusion and Race) and their accomplishments (word max 150) 
 
Nokomis teams include SCIT, SAT, PBIS, Equity, Child Study, and Leadership.  All teams will implement RP and 
its protocols.  Student voice is one area lacking in current teams.  Also, we should improve our inclusion of parents 
with barriers to participation, like language or previous negative school experience.  We can do more to keep racial 
equity center in our conversations.  Our SCIT successes include widespread involvement; the team reflects 
Nokomis’ racial demographics.  Positive and meaningful feedback from parents also demonstrates success.  SCIT 
members share discussions with administration and staff in order to implement changes that best meet the needs of 
our school community.  SCIT has accomplished further opening the lines of communication in our community, and 
elevating parents to an additional leadership role.  Our leadership team demonstrates success in welcoming voices 
from all staff  subgroups.  We successfully integrated a large number of probationary staff and new students in our 
expansion.  
 
c.     Track records of engaging community, parents and other stakeholders in school climate improvements 
(word max 150) 
 
We are thankful for our active family involvement.  We have a committed parent community, a highly involved Site 
Council, an active PTA, and an energized collaborative SCIT.  Site Council and PTA meet on a monthly basis with 
combined staff and parents from both campuses.  Our SCIT team is in the emergent stage, as we had our first two 
meetings in January-February 2017 and will meet monthly for the rest of the school year.  Our SCIT includes 
Nokomis licensed staff and parent representatives who reflect our diverse student population.  The SCIT 
intentionally meets in a circle and honors all stakeholders’ ideas.  Initial feedback is overwhelmingly positive; 
parents feel honored and welcomed in dialogue.  Parents share concerns, recommendations, and positive attributes 
about Nokomis.  Our SCIT team is committed to open and honest dialogue.  SCIT members are highly supportive of 
our RP application and its potential outcomes for Nokomis Montessori North.  
 
 
 



 
d.     The approval process you used in deciding to pursue this funding.  Please share what percentage of staff 
approval agreed to become a Restorative Practice Pilot site (75% required to be considered).  (word max 150)  
 
Achieving high teacher and licensed staff buy-in was essential in moving forward in applying to become a 
Restorative Practice Pilot site.  This process began by having eight educators and both administrators attend a SCIT 
training in November of 2016.  This group then created a SCIT team, including Nokomis parents.  To form the SCIT 
team, staff made an effort to involve community members who would represent the racial and socioeconomic 
diversity of our school.  After exploring the idea of RP with an introductory training for three staff, and an all-staff 
visit from the SPPS RP Coordinator, the SCIT team then conducted a survey of all Nokomis North licensed staff to 
provide feedback on moving forward with the Restorative Practices Practice Pilot Site Application.  Staff had the 
opportunity to say no, yes apply for 2017-2018, or wait to apply in 2018-2019.  We had a 100% yes response for a 
Restorative Practices Application.  
 
5. What is the current knowledge and opinion about Restorative Practices in the school, among staff, 
administrators, students, family and community? How do you know what they know or feel? Describe any 
introductory professional development in restorative practices your building has engaged in, strategic steps 
you have already taken to create a restorative culture (including among adults) or existing pockets of 
restorative programming and how they have been received. (word max 250) 
 
We invited Becky McCammon, Restorative Practices Program Coordinator, to our January staff meeting to expand 
our current knowledge of Restorative Practices.  This provided staff the opportunity to experience a Peace Circle and 
ask questions and receive clarification concerning restorative practices.  Through discussions, staff meetings, and 
collaboration, staff have discussed the need for additional support, especially to reduce behavior referrals, reduce 
bullying, increase problem solving behaviors, and strengthen student leadership opportunities.  Staff feel that 
restorative practices could help us with these needs.  
 
Three classrooms teachers, one from each Montessori level, attended the professional development offered by 
SPFT: An Introduction to Restorative Practice and Circle Process on 2/21/17.  The training was incredibly well 
received.  The teachers gained a greater understanding of the intentions of restorative practices and have each 
implemented pieces of the circle process in their own classrooms.  This piqued the interest of other staff, who are 
looking forward to circle training.  
 
Our school counselor and a Montessori classroom teacher are registered to attend the Restorative Practice PD March 
20-21 to continue to further our understanding of Restorative Practices. One of our SCIT members is also a member 
of the SPFT Executive Board, and she has been practicing circles since last summer. She has shared her experiences 
and helped answer questions with staff as they explore a restorative philosophy.  

 
  



Section 3: Strategy and Planned Activities 
 
6.     Describe your overall strategy to ensure that implementing restorative practices will positively 
impact your school’s overall climate. 
 
a.     What is the primary purpose of implementing restorative practices at your school? (word max 200) 
 
Students are at the center of everything we do at Nokomis.  The primary purpose of implementing RP at Nokomis 
North is to support student needs and allow all students to have the opportunity to be heard and valued in our 
community.  We hope that these added opportunities will help to build stronger student-teacher and student-student 
relationships.  We are consistently seeking ways to engage students in their community and develop a sense of 
belonging.  When students feel they belong, we believe we will see greater academic progress, motivation, and 
positive social interactions.  We believe that supporting our students with RP will help them feel safe to share their 
ideas, opinions, and feelings in the classroom.  That safety will allow staff to better understand and support each 
student and allow students additional opportunities to learn from their peers.  In addition, as we continue to focus on 
the needs of our students, we hope that the implementation of restorative practices at Nokomis would support 
students in self-reflection, emotion management, and peaceful conflict resolution.  We want to support students to 
grow their abilities to cope and build resilience, confidence, and compassion. This will further our vision to be a 
peaceful place to learn.  
 
b.     Who will lead implementation? (word max 100)  
 
It is essential that implementation of restorative practices is led by all Nokomis staff.  Our Nokomis community 
decided to move forward with implementing Restorative Practices in our building, which means we are all leaders. 
Overall, implementation will be facilitated by our RP Team, composed of our RP lead, administration, and staff 
members who represent all students at Nokomis.  This team will collaborate regularly, in conjunction with our 
outside consultant and RP lead, which would be our current school counselor. This will build capacity to ensure that 
we can continue implementation after three years.  
 
c.     How will multiple stakeholders be engaged? Please specifically describe how you will include parents, 
community perspectives, student voice and community-based practitioners in leadership and/or 
implementation. (word max 200)  
 
Our SCIT team and North Leadership team members fully support the RP Application.  Since the RP Grant 
application is solely originating from the Nokomis North campus, it is logical to have SCIT serve as the originating 
base of stakeholder engagement.  Moving forward, we will need to include student voice in the SCIT process, as 
well as the Restorative Practices Implementation team formed under the SCIT umbrella.  In addition to SCIT 
involvement in implementation, we envision beginning the involvement of the broader Nokomis community through 
RP trainings and circles at already existing events, including Montessori Parent Education Night and National 
African American Family Involvement Day.  Providing experiential opportunities for families and community 
members to experience the circle process that the students at Nokomis will be experiencing in the classrooms can 
create an important home/school connection.  As student achievement increases with strong partnerships between 
families and staff, RP implementation will help us to close the achievement and behavior gaps.  Parents expressed 
interest in parent trainings for some of the initiatives we are implementing at school with the potential hope of 
parents having the opportunity to utilize those tools at home as well.  
 
 



 
7.     What specific action steps or activities will you and your school take? 
 
a.     Provide a summary of what activities will happen throughout the three years of the pilot, so that, by the 
end of three years, you will have a sustainable and effective restorative practice program throughout the 
school. (word max 250)  
 
Initially, we would use a portion of the grant to hire a RP consultant who would train our school counselor to 
implement and sustain our RP during and post grant.  This model would also build capacity, in that our school 
counselor would also be ensuring that RP implementation is intentional and consistent throughout the building.  Her 
current status at Nokomis North is 0.50 FTE.  Going full-time over the life of the grant would ensure that goals of 
the grant would be carried out by a practitioner who is skilled and already familiar with the Nokomis community. 
3The Nokomis RP team will create a checklist of expectations for both staff and administration in order to ensure all 
stakeholders are included in activities and decision-making.  Included in the checklist will be professional 
development to train staff in tenets around the understanding and implementation of RP. 
 
The focus during years two and three would build upon our collective learnings and reflections made throughout our 
initial year along with the evaluation and recommendations put forth by our outside consultant by the end of year 
one.  Growth of RF practices would continue throughout all areas of the school community.  Classroom and office 
cultures would reflect elements of a peaceful RP community.  In addition, we would survey families about needs 
around supporting RP at home and provide a family RP education opportunity.  We will continually reflect on our 
mission, vision, and goals as we move to embed RP seamlessly throughout our school community.  
 
b.     Provide a detailed scope of work for Year 1, including summer months and PD days, detailing how you 
will embed professional development and build staff capacity. What plan for PLCs and ongoing coaching do 
you have? What is your communications plan? Will you do a policy review or other building level work? 
(word max 250) 
 
Nokomis North would ideally engage in a four day training in August 2017, but are open to a variation of that model 
based on the needs of staff.  Using this training model would help licensed staff gain a working knowledge of 
restorative practices.  From this training, we outline year-long goals, including check-in benchmarks throughout the 
year, to ensure we are serving students and meeting our goals successfully.  In addition, we would be intentional in 
applying PLC time and TD&E Individualized Growth and Development Plans (IGDP) to reflect implementation of 
RP in the classroom and throughout the school.  By utilizing IGDP, we are building capacity by embedding 
implementation goals into an already existing structure of reporting and reflection.  We will hire a consultant to give 
formative feedback to staff as we begin to implement restorative practices throughout our school.  The consultant 
will also be tasked with working with our school counselor/RP lead in order to train her to support staff in 
implementation.  In order to communicate information to families our commitment to restorative practices we will 
include a packet about restorative practices in the August school newsletter, as well as having a booth set up at open 
house where families will have the opportunity to ask questions and discuss.  In addition, we plan to add a circle 
piece to our current logo in order to include and show our commitment to our implementation of restorative 
practices. 
 
 
 
 



c.     Beyond funding for a Restorative Practice specific leadership position, how will the building staff actively 
support, prioritize and integrate the implementation process? What specific and additional collaborative and 
supportive spaces will lead Restorative Practices in partnership with the RP leadership team? (word max 
250) 
 
We may utilize an additional staff meeting day to focus only on RP practices, training, and implementation.  Once 
we identify needed resources to aide in implementation, we will work in conjunction with the SPPS Grants team to 
search out small grants to supplement and support RP implementation.  This would include resources for specific 
classroom and school-wide trainings. Furthermore, supplemental funding would support building additional 
coalitions that would  include both family and community partnerships, or resources to improve on already existing 
community coalitions.  Nokomis North has the support of our PTA, and specific staff requests to PTA could be tied 
to how the request would support a RP culture.  Finally, we will embed RP practices into already existing Title I 
sponsored events and activities, as well as utilize a portion of Title I funding to supplement RP resources as long as 
it supports academic and behavior work around equity.  
 
Restorative Practices would be both supported by and embedded into already existing entities within the Nokomis 
community.  For example, our existing PBIS team would adopt and adapt to strategies that would support RP.  RP 
would become a priority in all areas of Nokomis, including, but not limited to: professional development, classroom 
strategies, staff meetings, and educator collaboration.  Nokomis Child Study and SAT teams would be intentional to 
consider RP strategies and supports to help specific case-by case scenarios to result  in increased student 
engagement.  This would support the implementation of RP in all areas and teams at Nokomis.  
 
 

 
  



Section 4: Evaluation 

8.     Describe your evaluation capacity. What are your strengths and needs as relates to: 
 
a.     Monitoring competency in the skills and practices of administration, staff and trainers/coaches (word 
max 150).  
 
Evaluations in the fall, winter, and spring each year will ensure the goals of the grant are receiving proper 
follow-through.  Administration’s role will be to monitor and support restorative practices so the teachers feel 
empowered to lead the process.  This will include ensuring budgeted resources are purchased and disbursed to 
provide needed support to students and teachers.  An evidenced-based checklist will be created to identify specific 
roles at evaluation period checkpoints to ensure identified goals of implementation are being carried through. 
 
Staff and Trainers/Coaches roles will also be monitored.  This will include ensuring specific trainings are being 
provided and assistance for classroom and daily implementation are supported.  The administration's evidence-based 
checklist will be used to ensure identified goals of implementation are being met.  We also plan to use the “How 
Restorative Am I?” survey to track staff’s shift in mindset as we implement restorative practices. 
 
b.     Monitoring where and why practices are happening (word max 150) 
 
Because Nokomis Montessori prides itself in being a peaceful community, restorative practices will be monitored 
regularly throughout varying levels of the school community.  Staff meetings and other identified school sponsored 
meetings will move toward circles.  Meeting notes will include the structure by which the meeting was held (circles 
or other format).  Check-points on administrator-teacher walk-throughs will include the use of peace circles in the 
classroom.  According to “Defining Restorative” by Ted Wachtel IIRP Founder, “Restorative practices are not 
limited to the formal processes, such as restorative conferences or family group conferences.  On a restorative 
practice continuum, the informal practices include affective questions that cause people to reflection how their 
behavior has affected others” (www.iirp.edu).  We will monitor practices on the “Restorative Practices Continuum,” 
including, “affective statements - affective questions - small impromptu conferences - group or circle - formal 
conference.” 
 
c.     Gathering and analyzing relevant outcome data (word max 150) 
 
For the purposes of supporting our SCIT and our goals of making referral data match our student population, we 
have already begun to compile and analyze our student referral data for the 2016-2017 school year.  For the purpose 
of analyzing the outcomes of our Restorative Practices work, we will continue to compile and analyze that data on a 
regular basis to monitor progress towards our goals.  In regards to our needs as a school we would benefit from 
additional classroom data and intervention tracking support.  This would help classroom teachers tailor interventions 
and support for students.  We also plan to gather and analyze TD&E student survey data in order to measure what 
percentage of students feel a sense of belonging in our classroom communities.  This will provide data about the 
culture of our school inclusive of all students, instead of solely the students being seen in the office. 
 
d.     Using data to drive decisions, improve programming (word max 150) 
 
Our needs for using data to drive decisions that improve programming for both students and staff stem from the need 
to find where we need to improve, and then choose a focus and sticking with that focus until we see the 
improvements that help us reach our goals.  We could improve in our follow through with focused areas of growth 

http://www.iirp.edu/


to help to better our programming for professional development and student understanding and awareness.  We 
could do this by being more intentional with our TD&E Individualized Growth and Development Plans.  By 
planning goals for growth as Montessori leveled teams we could be more consistent in tracking our growth and 
support programming improvements.  One of the strengths of our Montessori leveled teams is that we are very 
student centered and ambitious with our goals and planning.  Supporting that with more time to plan together and 
discuss our classroom data would benefit our data driven decisions and program improvement. 
 
9.     Describe your proposed evaluation plan. 
 
a.     What indicators/benchmarks do you expect to see in Year 1? How will you collect the data? Consider 
both anecdotal and quantitative data. (word max 150) 
 
Before students return to school, we will survey licensed staff regarding use of circles in the classroom or in 
professional meetings and about the use of student voice in decision-making and problem-solving.  To gain student 
and family insight, we will survey for the same information, but the survey will be differentiated to accommodate 
for audience, and for age and ability of students.  
 
During each trimester, we will have staff, students, and families reflect on how they perceive Nokomis North as a 
RP site as a result of our intentional work.  We will encourage our outside consultant to provide formative feedback 
beginning in winter, in both formal and informal modes.  
 
In spring 2018, we will re-survey staff, students, and families to measure growth on identified RP goals.  We will 
ask the outside consultant for a formal report to summarize year one implementation and provide recommendations 
for year two. 
 
b.     What outcomes do you expect to see by the end of Year 3? How will you collect the data? Consider both 
anecdotal and quantitative data. How are the outcomes linked to the overall strategy/purpose you described 
in question 7. (word max 200) 
 
By the end of year 3, we expect to see 90% implementation of circle groups embedded seamlessly in classrooms 
throughout the school.  Moreover, we expect that any visitor entering Nokomis would witness evidence that 
Nokomis North is a RP school.  For example, as visitors enter the office, references to RP will be experienced in 
their welcome.  In the hallways, students work is displayed showing their knowledge of RP.  Walking into a 
classroom, visitors see a classroom environment that evidences RP, e.g., circle groups, student voices, community 
responsibility.  These examples would also be shared in anecdotal data through teacher, student, and family 
reflections. 
 
We will continue to use teacher, student, and family surveys to collect ongoing implementation data.  Furthermore, 
we will continue to collect office behavior data disaggregated by race.  We would highlight RP interventions that 
lowered office referrals that led to closing the behavior gap.  
 
Finally, we would look at trends in closing the achievement gap understanding that a direct correlation between 
closing the achievement gap and the implementation of RP may not be valid.  Here we would add anecdotal data to 
draw out this association. 
 
 
 



 
Section 5: Budget & Budget Justification 

  
10.  Provide a detailed budget and describe how your budget will help you implement restorative practices 
and achieve your goals. How will you use the funds so that all the adults in the school learn restorative 
practices and use them? (1 page minimum) 
 
Proposed Budget  
 

6143 0.5 FTE counselor & adjusted for 2017-18 salary schedule  $54,216.00 

6185 Hourly Staff development for licensed staff (4 days)  $30,745.00 

Fringe Fringe for licensed staff development  $4,920.00 

6185 Hourly Staff development for non-licensed staff (1 day)  $1,638.00 

Fringe  Fringe for non-licensed staff development  $263.00 

6303  Substitute ($150/day)  $12,000.00 

6305  Outside consultant to oversee implementation  $20,000.00 

6366  In-state Conference  $6,500.00 

6401 Materials for professional development/learning  $9,718.00 

6430 Book Circle Forward for each staff; other pertinent materials   $10,000.00 

   TOTAL  $150,000.00 

 
 
Budget  Justification 
 
Line 6143: 0.5 FTE counselor & adjusted for 2017-18 schedule, $54,216.00. 
Our counselor is currently 0.5 FTE at North campus and 0.5 FTE at South campus.  Within the goals of the grant, 
we want a licensed staff member to lead the work of RP who has community trust of staff, students, and families.  In 
addition, the person in this position would understand the tenets of  RP and would be willing to learn to support 
staff, students, and families.  Therefore, it is logical, as we work to build capacity and sustainability in RP 
implementation, to hire an already existing staff member whose position already exists and will remain on staff 
post-grant.  This plan fills our building need to implement RP at a high, engaging & sustainable level. 
 
Line 6185: Hourly Staff development for licensed staff (4 days), $30,745.00; Fringe: $4,920.00. 
The proposed professional development is broken down as follows: 

A. Initial Year 1 RP professional development: $20,874.00.  This total is based on an anticipated 5% increase 
of the current $23.65/hour professional development rate = $24.85 x 7 hours of professional development a 
day, x 4 days of training x 30 licensed staff members.  This would ensure that all licensed staff in various 
roles whom students interact with will have training, ensuring building-wide consistency in 
implementation. 



B. Additional anticipated trainings for Montessori staff on non-school days: $2,416.00. This total is based on 
an anticipated 5% increase of the current $23.65/hour professional development rate = $24.85 x 7 hours of 
professional development a day, x 14 (13 Montessori licensed staff + 1 licensed RP staff).  These trainings 
would supplement the foundational training done at the beginning of the year for those early adopters. 

C. Initial Year 1 RP curriculum writing: $7,455.00.  This total is based on an his total is based on an 
anticipated 5% increase of the current $23.65/hour curriculum writing rate = $24.85 x 10 hours of writing x 
30 licensed staff.  This will give staff opportunities to be intentional around creating RT curriculum that 
complements Montessori philosophy and supports both district and state standards. 

D. Fringe: $4,920.00 = 16% of total hourly rate. 
 
Line 6185: Hourly Staff development for non-licensed staff (1 day), $1,638.00; Fringe: $263.00. 
The proposed professional development is based on an initial year 1 RP professional development for non-licensed 
staff =$13 hour rate for non-licensed staff x 7 hours of professional x 18 non-licensed staff, including TAs, EAs, 
clerk, custodial, nutritional services staff = $1,638.00.  Implementing RP across all staff ensures a building wide 
culture shift that will positively affect all students, staff, and community. 
 
Line 6303: Substitute rate, $12,000.00.  
It is anticipated that 10 days of district or non-district RP professional development will be needed for staff to learn 
or hone in RP skills; 10 days x 8 hours a day x $150/day substitute rate = $12,000.00.  Our staff have found 
invaluable the SPFT Restorative Practices professional development thus far, and we want to make sure we are 
seeking out opportunities to learn from and engage with the broader community and experts as we make the shift in 
thinking and practice as a restorative practice school. 
 
Line 6305: Outside consultant to oversee implementation, $20,000.00. 
A SPFT recommended RP outside consultant will be required to evaluate our RP implementation in its first year.  At 
an average $100/hourly rate, it is anticipated that an outside consulting firm will visit the Nokomis North and 
evaluate our work in the Winter and Spring, and in addition, provide an evaluation summary of our first year of 
implementation, totaling 200 hours (20 hours initial visit in the fall,  60 hours of 1:1 work with Nokomis RP 
licensed staff and SCIT team attendance, 40 hours in the winter, 40 hours in the spring, 40 hours of end-of year 
evaluation writing and presentation).  We fully acknowledge that at this point we are at a beginning level of 
knowledge and understanding, but have full commitment to undergoing a culture shift at our school.  We realize a 
shift of this nature will require ongoing support and feedback throughout the process.  Working with a 
recommended consultant will ensure meaningful feedback that will support our identified goals in being a RP school 
and will ensure the sustainability of RP after the initial grant implementation period. 
 
Line 6366: In-state conference/travel, $6,500.00. 
This anticipated expenditure is to provide staff and community members attend any in-state RP workshops and 
conferences to enhance RP implementation.  It is important as an RP site to include all stakeholders in opportunities 
of growth and learning. 
 
Line 6401: Materials/non-instructional, $9,718.00. 
Non-instructional materials to assist in facilitating RP implementation, communications and instructional practice.  
 
Line 6430: Materials/instructional & professional, $10,000.00. 
Instructional and professional materials, including the text Circle Forward for each licensed staff members, SCIT 
team and community members, and any additional texts and materials to supplement RP instruction and professional 
development both with our staff and our family community.  
 



 
Section 6: Summary 

 
11.  Why should your school be selected as a restorative practices pilot site? (word max 200) 
 
In order to best reflect our Nokomis community, we posed the question of why Nokomis should be a restorative 
practice site to licensed staff and to a small group of students and parents.  Upon reflecting on responses, we believe 
our school should be selected as a RP pilot site because RP will complement the Montessori philosophy and peace 
education already in place, creating an authentic personalized learning environment. 
 
Our school staff has committed to creating a positive and equitable school environment and the grant application 
process caused us to think even more holisticly about our school climate and what we want to improve.  As noted 
above, we have a racial gap in both behavior and academic data.  We’ve identified that students are marginalized 
because of race.  By being selected as a RP pilot site, we would be altering an existing discipline approach to be 
intentional in uplifting students’ humanity.  We would be creating classroom environments that foster belonging in 
order to personalize authentic learning and we would have a consistent student-centered building culture.  We 
believe that the additional resources provided by this grant would create greater capacity in our students, staff, and 
families for personal and academic growth.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Section 7: How Restorative Am I? surveys 

 
12.  Please have 3 or more school/community stakeholders complete the “How Restorative Am I?” survey 
using the lens of what each individual sees or witnesses within the school.  No names are required save the 
stakeholder group (educator, admin, student, family). 
 
Our survey results are included in the attached PDF.  Our survey responses include educator, admin, student, and 
family stakeholder groups.  We received surveys back from both administrators, our school counselor, a licensed 
teacher from each area, thirteen students, and three parents. 
 

 Avg. Staff Score Avg. Parent Score Avg. Student Score Avg. Total Score 

#1 Always Usually Usually Usually 

#2 Usually Usually Always Usually 

#3 Usually Usually Usually Usually 

#4 Usually Usually Usually Usually 

#5 Usually Usually Usually Usually 

#6 Usually Usually Usually Usually 

#7 Usually Usually Always Usually 

#8 Usually Usually Always Usually 

#9 Always Usually Usually Usually 

#10 Always Usually No Usually 

#11 Usually Not Often Usually Usually 

#12 Usually Always Usually Usually 

#13 Always Usually Usually Usually 

#14 Always Usually Usually Usually 

#15 Always Always Usually Always 

 
Section 8: Register for Restorative Practice Application Workshop on PD Express.  

 


